
VANTAGGI

DILUIZIONI

DILUTIONS

ACCESSORIES

DILUTIONS

For exterior cleaning of the car we suggest the following DILUTIONS: engine, alloy wheels 
and wheel arches 1:3, door sill and prewashing 1:20-1:30 (depending on the dirt). For the 
interior cleaning we suggest the following DILUTIONS: fabric and moquette 1:10, plastics 
1:20. Its formula does not leave any residue and is easy to rinse.

SURFACES

FEATURES

Product suitable for cars that are particularly dirty or that has to be reconditioned. DÙCTILE 
is a versatile and extremely concentrated detergent with strong cleaning action. It can be 
effectively used on all types of surface, both for interior and exterior parts of the car. 
The product has been certified by Alcantara® for the removal of stubborn stains like those of 
drinks or organic residue that are hard to remove, without discolouring the fabric. Its innovative 
cationic surfactants leave the fabric soft and pleasant to the touch, which is unusual for an 
APC. To delicately and deeply clean the plastics and for a brand new like finish, DÙCTILE can 
be used either with a brush, to create a foam that can be easily worked and removed with a 
simple dry microfibre cloth, or with extraction or steam machines. Thanks to its “Odor Block” 
technology, it neutralises unwanted and bad odors in the interior of your car, such as the smell 
of normal and eletctronic cigarettes, leaving a long-lasting clean and fresh scent. Due to the 
versatility of its formula, it can also be safely and effectively used on all kind of fabrics, even the 
most delicate ones, in order to eliminate stubborn stains like those of oil and grease.

DESCRIPTION

LAB39 500ml Bottle 4 168
LAB54 4500ml Jerry Can 4 32

Code Format

AVAILABLE FORMATS

Spray Nebula

Vacum system

ALL PURPOSE CLEANER

DÙCTILE

Physical state Yellow liquid

pH value at 20°C < 11,5

Density at 20°C 1,06 g/cm3

Solubility in water Fully miscible

Rims Wheel arches

Odorblock
Approved by 
Alcantara®

Ideal for any 
type of fabric

Motor Plastics

Aluminum partsCar Body

Stubborn dirt on external parts Medium dirt on plastics and fabrics

1:1/1:5 1:10/1:20 1:10/1:20 1:10/1:20

1:25/1:40 1:25/1:40 1:25/1:40

Surface dirt on plastics and fabrics
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AVVERTENZESEE THE SAFETY DATA SHEET OR THE LABEL FOR PRO-
DUCT SAFETY INFORMATION.

VEHICLES


